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**Includes steps for using Corel Painter 2017's exciting new textures and gradients!** Written for

Corel Painter 2015, 2016 and the new 2017, this book is compatible with Painter 12, X3, 2015, 2016

and 2017 because the interface is the same!! You see beautiful artwork based on photos painted in

Corel Painter, the gold standard of painting software. You get your own copy of Painter, you open it,

look at it and immediately feel lost. If this sounds familiar, Painting for Photographers Volume 3 can

help! Painting for Photographers Volume 3 turns Painter muddle into Painter proficiency with: â€¢ Art

lessons covering topics like choosing photos to paint and deciding on colors; â€¢ Software basics

that youâ€™ll use for your artwork; â€¢ Step-by-step instructions for transforming portrait, landscape

and composite photos into either classic or Impressionistic works of art. Painting for Photographers

Volume 3 unravels Corel Painter for you whether youâ€™re a beginner or an advanced user and

offers concise, easy-to-follow insights and instructions for everyone from professional

photographers who would like to sell paintings to their clients to hobbyists who want to paint photos

of their grandkids and travels to graphic designers, illustrators, animators, webmasters and fine

artistsâ€” anyone who wants to turn photos into paintings in Corel Painter. If you think you can paint,

you probably can! Let Painting for Photographers Volume 3 show you how! â€œKaren Sperlingâ€™s

passion for Painter and instructional expertise make her one of the best teachers in the business.

Her clear, thorough and engaging written instructions and beautiful paintings illustrating the art

theories and step-by-step techniques will help photographers and hobbyists alike get the most out

of Corel Painter!â€•  Â Tanya Lux Senior Product Marketing Manager Corel Painter â€œKaren

Sperling has made a career out of being an exceptional artist. Hers is art that fills the viewerâ€™s

soul with love and pride. Her latest book, â€œPainting for Photographers Volume 3,â€• will serve as

a guide and as a reference for aspiring, amateur and professional artists alike. Enjoy, learn, grow

and profit!â€• Sterling Hoffman Sterling Portraits, LLC From the Foreword to Painting for

Photographers Volume 3
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I have a degree in art and in architecture. I have always been an artist and photographer using

different mediums. After retiring from architecture in 2009, I purchased Corel Painter 11 to try the

digital medium for a creative outlet. Since then I have purchased many books and DVDs on using

painter. Since purchasing Karen Sperlingâ€™s Painting for Photographer vol. 1, 2 & 3, all my other

books have been put on the back shelf. Her books are great inspiration for digital painting from

photographs using Corel Painter. They cover everything from excellent art theory to step by step

tutorials. They are easy to follow and understand and good for all Painter skill levels from beginner

to advanced. At first I was intimated by Corel Painter, but now with the help of her Painting for

Photographers series, I have confidence and inspiration. Art has always been a hobby, but since I

have had some success painting portraits from photographs, after many attempts, I have had

requests for my work and paid well for it. I did not set out to make money doing this, but why not? I

am now adding nature and landscapes to my work. Thank you Karen for your knowledge,

inspiration and help using Corel Painter. I just ordered Painter 2017 based on your good review.

Love art and photography, but a little intimidated by the new digital world ?-- This is the volume that

can get you going.-- Easy to follow instructions from a nationally recognized digital artist. Karen

Sperling will take you step by step, from beginner to wherever your talent wants to go. - All the little

tricks and processes that make digital painting fun and rewarding!!

As with all of Karen's books this book is more than an A+. This is a beautiful book not only in

images, but also in the simplistic yet thorough way Karen teaches how to turn photos into masterful

pieces of art. She tells you just what you need without getting complicated to accomplish your goals

whether you are wanting to make money with your digital artwork or you are doing it for yourself as

a hobby or for gifts for friends and family. I love her style of teaching because anyone can learn from

her be it novice or an accomplished artist. I have been an artist all my life and yet I have learned so

much from all of Karen's books. Every time she puts out another book I want it! I know I will never

be disappointed. I am always looking forward to see what she has new to offer. I mean, just look at



the covers of her books. They are gorgeous! That alone tells you there has to be something special

inside her books. Thank you Karen for all the hard work you put into your teaching and books. And

NO, I do not know Karen personally, but I feel like I do through her wonderful books! Anna

Volume 2 was just what I was looking for, So I ordered volume 3 and it was even better. If you want

to learn Painter Karen's books are a great start.
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